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Abstract 
In this paper I describe the consonant system of Lamalama 
and show that it is an extreme example of an initial dropping 
language in which consonants are enhanced or strengthened 
in word-initial position.  Initial dropping languages have 
undergone a series of radical sound changes including - but 
not limited to - the loss of word-initial consonants. Lamalama 
has lost entire word-initial syllables with the result that most 
roots are monosyllabic C(C)V(C) forms. In a reduced 
phonological system various strategies are used to enhance 
word-initial consonants and maintain consonantal contrasts.   
Index Terms: Australian languages, initial-dropping, 
segmental phonology  

1. Introduction 
Lamalama, a moribund language from the Princess Charlotte 
Bay region of Eastern Cape York Peninsula, North 
Queensland, has undergone a series of radical sound changes 
known collectively as ‘initial dropping’.  These changes have 
occurred to varying degrees in a large number of Cape York 
languages and include the loss or weakening of word-initial 
consonants: Lamalama has lost entire word-initial syllables.  I 
hypothesize that, following these sound changes, the new 
word-initial consonant position in Lamalama assumed a role 
similar to post-tonic consonants in non-initial-dropping 
languages, where they occupy a position of strength.  In this 
context, complex consonant articulations which occur word-
initially - such as prenasalisation, rounding or palatalisation - 
are analyzed as forms of gestural enhancement [1] which 
functions (i) to strengthen the system of consonantal contrasts 
and (ii) as a form of word prosody, e.g., to satisfy a minimal 
word requirement.  Complex consonants in Lamalama arose 
therefore in response to the sound changes and the subsequent 
restructuring of the phonological system. 

2. Background 
Sound changes in Lamalama led to the development of a large 
and unusual consonant inventory: a 3-way stop contrast at 
five places of articulation, several fricatives, and both voiced 
and voiceless trills, /rr/ [r] and /R/ �� ��, as shown in Table 1.     

Table 1: Lamalama consonant system. 

Stops p, b, mb, � �, ��, 	���, t, d, nd, c, j, 
j, k, �g, �
Nasals m, nh, n, 
, �
Fricatives �, �, , h 
Laterals � �, l 
Trills  R, rr 
Glides  w, r, y 

Some features of this system appear unique to Lamalama 
among the Australian languages.   

3. The study 
The Study is based on an analysis of citation forms obtained 
in field recordings during the 1970s.  Examples illustrating 
some word-initial consonant contrasts are given in Table 2.   

Table 2: Some consonantal contrasts.  

p : b : mb  /pirri	�/  ‘crawfish sp.’ 
 /birin/  ‘dry’ 
 /mbirr/  ‘forehead’ 
� � : �� : 	��� /� �al/  ‘bone’ 

/��apa/  ‘woman’ 

/	���arr/  ‘crocodile’ 
t : d : nd /tiriy/ ‘heron’ 
 /dirr/ ‘head’ 
 /ndirr/ ‘eel sp.’ 
c : j : 
j /carr/ ‘small’ 
 /jarr/ ‘dream’ 

/
jar/ ‘flood’ 
k : �g /kul/ ‘arm’ 
 /�gu/ ‘water’ 

The items in Table 2 illustrate the predominance of
monosyllabic C(C)V(C) forms (lexical roots) in Lamalama 
and the 3-way stop contrast.  Prenasalisation may be a 
prosodic requirement in Lamalama which adds weight to 
monosyllabic word forms, e.g., /�gu/ ‘water’.  Word-initial 
rounded or palatalised offglides, e.g., /�wa/ ‘sand’, /pyerrpye/ 
‘eel’ (a reduplication), further exemplify the phenomenon.  

4. Conclusion  
Homorganic nasal + stop sequences can be analyzed as (i) 
complex segments or (ii) sequences of two segments where 
the nasal is extrametrical.  In autosegmental terms the [nasal] 
feature is a prosody that adds weight to monosyllabic words.     
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